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ONAD is disappointed with the recent eruption of armed violence in Juba the capital of the
Republic of South Sudan. The fighting that erupted between forces loyal to the Sudan’s
People Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) in Government and Sudan’s People
Liberation Movement/Army SPLM/A – in Opposition started since 7th to 11th July 2016.
The organization is concerned that the conflict resulted to lose of lives, destruction and
looting of properties. The violent conflict has further displaced thousands and inflicted
significant suffering on the civil population at a time they are supposed to enjoy the peace
dividends.
While, ONAD appreciates the order and call for ceasefire by the President and the First Vice
President, the organization calls for compliance of commanders, genuine political will and
commitment to full implementation of the security arrangements and the whole Agreement
on Resolution of Conflict in the Republic of South Sudan (ARCSS).
While the organization welcomes the quick response of the United Nations, African Union
Commission and IGAD Council of Ministers on the recent deteriorating security situation in
the country. ONAD is concerned with the IGAD Ministers recent call during their 56th
Extraordinary Session demanding to establish an intervention brigade and increase the
number of troops from the region to inter alia secure Juba.
“We do not believe having more troops will make Juba secure. More troops will only make
civilians more insecure. Right now civilians need PEACE without weapons, more
humanitarian and nonviolent protection responses." Says Moses Monday Executive Director.
He added; ONAD wishes to take this opportunity to encourage regional and international
community to rather pressure the political leadership to fully implement the peace agreement
in letter and spirit.
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